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ABSTRACT: Fuels and industrial chemicals that are conventionally derived from fossil resources could potentially be produced in a renewable, sustainable manner by an electrochemical process that operates at room temperature and atmospheric pressure, using only water, CO₂, and electricity as inputs. To enable this technology, improved catalysts must be developed. Herein, we report trends in the electrocatalytic conversion of CO₂ on a broad group of seven transition metal surfaces: Au, Ag, Zn, Cu, Ni, Pt, and Fe. Contrary to conventional knowledge in the field, all metals studied are capable of producing methane or methanol. We quantify reaction rates for these two products and describe catalyst activity and selectivity in the framework of CO binding energies for the different metals. While selectivity toward methane or methanol is low for most of these metals, the fact that they are all capable of producing these products, even at a low rate, is important new knowledge. This study reveals a richer surface chemistry for transition metals than previously known and provides new insights to guide the development of improved CO₂ conversion catalysts.

INTRODUCTION

The modern global energy economy and chemical industry are heavily dependent on fossil resources, but sustainable alternatives need to be developed to secure long-term economic growth while mitigating socio-environmental problems potentially associated with increasing anthropogenic emissions of CO₂. Incorporation of renewable electricity from wind and solar into the global energy supply is one promising avenue; however, electricity storage is costly for these intermittent resources. One potential solution to alleviate this concern while simultaneously addressing rising concentrations of atmospheric CO₂ is the electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide to carbon-based products. With renewable electricity as an input, carbon dioxide and water could be converted in a sustainable fashion into fuels and industrial chemicals, for example, hydrocarbons and alcohols (Figure 1a). Such a process allows energy from an intermittent renewable source to be consumed immediately and in a manner that provides the same types of chemical compounds for which there already exists global-scale demand and infrastructure. Figure 1b shows the half reactions and reduction potentials of several possible CO₂ reduction reactions (CO₂RRs) along with that of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).

A cost-effective process for the electrochemical conversion of carbon dioxide to value-added products requires electrocatalysts that are efficient, selective, and stable. To date, no known catalyst meets these criteria; the development of new catalysts is needed, and to do so, deeper insights into the reaction chemistry are required. Toward this goal, a variety of materials and promoters have previously been examined for CO₂RR catalysis, including ionic liquids, proteins, organo-metallic complexes, organic compounds, and semiconductors. The majority of studies have focused on transition metals, sparked by a 1985 report from Hori and Suzuki that showed methane (CH₄) and ethylene (C₂H₄) as the main products of the CO₂RR on a copper electrode. Several reports since have compared the activity of different transition metals and have found that the product yield and composition of the CO₂RR depend on the transition metal’s binding energy of CO, believed to be an important intermediate in the reduction of CO₂. Metals that bind CO strongly produce few CO₂RR products because they are poisoned by CO or other intermediates that form during CO₂RR, and consequently, hydrogen (H₂), evolved from the competing water reduction, is the main product observed. On the other hand, metals that bind CO weakly produce mostly CO, as the CO is released from the surface before it can be further reduced to products such as alcohols and hydrocarbons. Cu possesses an intermediate binding energy for CO, which is believed to be the reason for its ability to catalyze the formation of more reduced products that require more than a two-electron reduction.

In this study, we focus on six transition metals in addition to copper, presenting new results on Au, Ag, and Zn, which bind CO weakly, and Ni, Pt, and Fe, which bind CO strongly (Table...
results were averaged to give the data reported herein. Deionized water from a Millipore system (18.2 MΩ-cm) was used throughout.

Cu. The foil was purchased from Alfa Aesar (0.1 mm thick, product #42975, 99.999% metals basis). Before each electrolysis experiment, the foil was mechanically polished (400G sandpaper, 3M) and then was electrochemically polished at 2.1 V versus a graphite foil counter electrode in 85% H3PO4 followed by rinsing with water.

Ni. The foil was purchased from Alfa Aesar (0.1 mm thick, product #12046, lot #B11X051 and G29U009, 99.994% metals basis). Before each electrolysis experiment, the foil was mechanically polished (400G sandpaper, 3M) and was rinsed with water.

Fe. The foil was purchased from Alfa Aesar (0.1 mm thick, product #40493, lot #B27U015, 99.99% metals basis). Before each electrolysis experiment, the foil was mechanically polished (400G sandpaper, 3M) and was rinsed with water.

Pt. The foil was purchased from Alfa Aesar (0.05 mm thick, product #42456, lot #J19R006, 99.99% metals basis). Before each electrolysis experiment, the foil was electrochemically cleaned by applying +4 V versus a Pt mesh in 30% nitric acid and by rinsing with water, and the PtO surface was potentiostatically reduced at −0.20 V versus Ag/AgCl for 3 min in the electrolysis cell immediately prior to electrolysis.

Zn. The foil was purchased from Alfa Aesar (1.0 mm thick, product #11915, lot #J085021, 99.9985% metals basis). Before each electrolysis experiment, the foil was mechanically polished (400G sandpaper, 3M) and was rinsed with water.

Ag. The foil was purchased from Alfa Aesar (0.1 mm thick, product #12126, lot #D22W016, 99.998% metals basis). Before each electrolysis experiment, the foil was mechanically polished (400G sandpaper, 3M) and was rinsed with water.

Au. The foil was purchased from Alfa Aesar (0.1 mm thick, product #11391, lot #C01Y014, 99.9975+% metals basis). Au foils were left overnight in concentrated nitric acid and were rinsed with water prior to each experiment. Au foils were held at 2.3 V versus RHE (reversible hydrogen electrode) for 30 min prior to the start of CO2 electroreduction; similar results on Au were observed for samples that did not undergo the anodic hold.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

For each metal studied, potentiostatic electrolysis experiments were conducted over a range of potentials; the average current density is shown in Figure 2a. The products of CO2RR in the gas phase and in the liquid phase and the amount of hydrogen formed by competing water reduction were measured at each potential. Figure 2b shows the percentage of the total current at each potential that goes toward CO2RR instead of making hydrogen. This data confirms what has been reported previously: Au, Ag, and Zn, which bind CO weakly, exhibit a high current efficiency for CO2 reduction whereas Ni, Pt, and Fe, which bind CO strongly, are poor CO2 reduction catalysts as they mostly produce hydrogen. Cu, with a moderately strong CO binding energy, shows a high current efficiency for CO2RR but less than that of Au, Ag, or Zn. Our measurements as a function of potential reveal that the current efficiency for CO2RR on Au, Ag, Zn, and Cu generally increases as overpotential increases, until reaching a peak after which the current efficiency decreases. The decrease in CO2RR current efficiency at high overpotentials could result from CO2 mass transport limitations or could indicate that the CO2RR is
outcompeted by hydrogen evolution at such negative potentials (see Supporting Information for further discussion).

While Figure 2 shows important activity trends for the transition metals studied, a deeper understanding may be gained by examining the product distribution, that is, selectivity, in greater detail over the potential range. Using our methods, sensitive to the identification and quantification of reaction products, here we report several new products for these metal surfaces. In particular, we found that Cu is not unique in the ability to catalyze hydrocarbon and alcohol formation. All of the metals tested in this study produced methane, methanol, or both, along with several other minor products. To rule out the possibility that liquid-phase products observed in this study come from sources other than CO₂ reduction, for example, carbonaceous contamination,²¹,²² isotope-labeled ¹³CO₂ was used to study the ¹³CO₂RR on each metal at a potential where novel minor products were observed. The incorporation of the ¹³C label into the products was confirmed by the peak splitting observed in ¹H NMR; see Figure S2 of the Supporting Information.

Table S2 of the Supporting Information compares previous literature reports to the data collected in this study. The main difference between the data sets is that we observe alcohols or hydrocarbons with all the metal catalysts tested. This can be partially explained by the sensitivity of our methods for product detection. In many cases, however, the potential where we first detected the formation of more reduced products was more negative than the potential explored in previous reports. This also highlights the importance of studying catalysts over a wide potential range in order to gain important insights into activity.

Figure 3 shows the partial current densities for methane and methanol as a function of applied potential for each of the seven metals; partial current density is a measure of reaction rate that scales linearly with turnover frequency (TOF). Among the seven metals, there is a wide variation in onset potentials for methane and methanol, defined for the purposes of this discussion as the earliest potential at which the reaction product is observed by our analytical methods. For instance, Fe exhibits the earliest onset for any product that requires greater than two electrons, producing methane at $-0.53 \, \text{V versus RHE}$, whereas Ag requires a voltage of $-1.22 \, \text{V versus RHE}$ to produce methane and a voltage of $-1.35 \, \text{V versus RHE}$ to produce methanol.

Interestingly, for each of the five metals that can produce both methane and methanol, only a small difference in onset potential is observed between the two products for that particular surface. Generally, methane emerges at lower potentials by a small margin, which could be explained in part by our experimental methods’ somewhat greater sensitivity to methane than to methanol.²⁰ Figure 3 also shows that the partial current densities of methane and methanol generally correlate with one another on each metal surface. These observations suggest commonalities in their mechanistic pathways. For instance, each product could have a rate-determining step (rds) in the reaction sequence that is similarly difficult to surmount; after the rds, both products are thermodynamically downhill. It is also plausible that methane and methanol may share several common intermediates. To produce methanol, a catalyst needs to break just one $\text{C} - \text{O}$ bond in CO₂, while to produce methane, both $\text{C} - \text{O}$ bonds must be broken. If a catalyst breaks both $\text{C} - \text{O}$ bonds early in the reaction, producing an oxygenated product such as methanol would not be expected at these reducing potentials; methane would be the only plausible C₁ product. However, as most metals in this study were found to catalyze the formation of both methane and methanol, with the product formation...
rates generally tracking one another across the potential range, it follows that the second C−O bond cleavage step that leads to methane likely occurs later in the reaction pathway.

The favorability of cleaving of the final C−O bond could explain the product selectivity observed for Fe and Au, with Fe favoring methane with no methanol detected and vice versa for Au. Interestingly, Fe and Au lie at the strong and weak extremes of oxygen-binding energies, respectively (Table S1 of the Supporting Information). With this in mind, the Fe surface could favor breaking the second C−O bond early in the reaction as Fe exhibits a strong binding affinity for oxygen (Table S1 of the Supporting Information). In fact, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) experiments of CO on Fe surfaces have shown that CO dissociates to adsorbed C_{ads} and O_{ads} even at low temperatures, because of its high oxophilicity.23,24 If Fe breaks both C−O bonds early in the reaction sequence, it may explain why methane is observed as a product but not methanol. Au, on the other hand, exhibits a very weak affinity for oxygen (Table S1 of the Supporting Information) which may favor leaving the C−O bond intact, leading to methanol instead of methane. The selectivity of Fe for hydrocarbons instead of alcohols at a low overpotential suggests that hydrocarbon production could be improved by engineering a surface that binds O_{ads} and C_{ads} strongly, which would facilitate C−O bond dissociation, but that has a weak binding energy for H_{ads} so that HER is disfavored. The oxygen-binding energies of the other five metal surfaces are all in-between those of Au and Fe, which could explain, in part, why those metals produce measurable amounts of both methane and methanol rather than just one or the other.

Given the importance of CO as a reactive intermediate in the CO_{2}RR,19,25 to better understand the behavior of these catalysts, we construct Figure 4 in which a plot of the CO_{2}RR activity and selectivity data from Figures 2 and 3 against the density functional theory (DFT) calculated binding energy of CO onto step sites for each metal surface (Table S1 of the Supporting Information).26,27 A vertical line labeled CO^{*}|CO(g) is included in Figure 4 for reference to indicate the thermodynamics of chemical CO adsorption/desorption;19 metal surfaces that favor CO in an adsorbed state, CO^{*}, are located to the left of the line while those that favor CO desorption, CO(g), are located to the right. Figure 4 is presented as a framework for understanding activity and selectivity for different CO_{2}RR products on the basis of CO binding energy as a descriptor for the reaction.

A useful figure of merit to compare CO_{2}RR activity among catalysts is by means of their partial current density for the CO_{2}RR (to any product) at a common potential. Given the vastly different current−voltage profiles of Figure 2, there was no common potential for which CO_{2}RR activity could be measured on all seven metals. Measurements on six of the seven metals (Pt, Ni, Cu, Au, Ag, Zn), however, could be obtained at a common potential, −0.80 ± 0.05 V versus RHE. Figure 4a shows this data, plotting the partial current densities for the CO_{2}RR at this potential versus CO binding energy, where a volcano-shaped trend emerges. As seen in Figure 4a, Au has the highest partial current density for the CO_{2}RR and thus represents the peak of the plot with activity decreasing for metals on either side. The volcano-shaped activity trend for CO_{2}RR has been explained previously by DFT calculations19 that suggest that metals with a lower CO binding energy than Au, such as Ag and Zn, exhibit lower activity than Au for the CO_{2}RR because of slower activation of CO_{2}, the first step in the CO_{2}RR reaction sequence. Conversely, metals that bind CO more tightly, namely Cu, Ni, Pt, and Fe, while effective at activating CO_{2} are limited by slow CO desorption or further reaction of CO to other products because of the strong surface−CO bond.28−31 Thus, overall CO_{2}RR activity is observed when CO can desorb from the surface or when overpotentials are reached that can continue to reduce adsorbed CO to other products that can emerge from the surface, for example, methane or methanol.

In considering overall CO_{2}RR activity (converting CO_{2} to any product), the data in Figure 4a suggest that Au has a CO binding energy closer to the ideal value than any of the other metals investigated in this study. However, selectivity is also an important concern. The major product of CO_{2}RR on Au is CO, whereas Cu, located on the strong-binding side of Au, exhibits greater selectivity toward more reduced products that can readily serve as fuels or industrial chemicals, for example, hydrocarbons and alcohols.20 This suggests that to favor such CO_{2}RR products with greater than two electrons transferred, catalyst surfaces with CO binding energies stronger than that of Au are desirable.

To explore selectivity further, we examined onset potential as another important figure of merit that can describe catalytic activity and selectivity. For each of the seven metals investigated, Figure 4b plots two different CO_{2}RR onset potentials with respect to CO binding energy: one for the overall CO_{2}RR (i.e., for the first CO_{2}RR product to be detected) and one for the specific CO_{2}RR products of methane or methanol (denoted as methane/methanol). Many trends in onset potential are apparent. First, one can observe an overall CO_{2}RR activity volcano that is similar in shape to that presented in Figure 4a above it, again with Au near the peak. The fact that the same trend in overall CO_{2}RR activity is observed in Figure 4b as in Figure 4a, with the two plots using

Figure 4. (a) Volcano plot of partial current density for CO_{2}RR at −0.8 V versus RHE. (b) Three distinct onset potentials plotted vs CO binding energy: the HER, the overall CO_{2}RR, and methane/methanol. Dashed lines are to guide the eye.
completely distinct experimentally derived figures of merit for CO$_2$RR catalysis, further emphasizes the relevance of this type of relationship between overall CO$_2$RR activity and CO binding energy.

The methane/methanol onset potentials plotted in Figure 4b, however, reveal very different behavior with respect to CO binding energy compared to that for the overall CO$_2$RR. The broad range of metals can be classified in two distinct regimes: metals that bind CO weakly (Au, Ag, and Zn) located to the right of the CO$^\bullet$CO(g) line and the metals on the left that bind CO more tightly (Cu, Ni, Pt, and Fe). The first observation to note is that metals on the right exhibit much later onset potentials for methane/methanol than the metals on the left of the CO$^\bullet$CO(g) line. A second observation is that the metals on the left, the strong CO-binding side, all exhibit fairly similar onset potentials for methane/methanol irrespective of their particular value of CO binding energy, as indicated by the effectively flat trend line drawn to guide the eye. The distinct behavior observed across the two regimes of CO binding can be explained by two crucial phenomena: (1) The ability for each metal to reduce adsorbed CO and (2) the coverage of CO on each surface under CO$_2$RR conditions.

There is spectroscopic evidence to suggest that during CO$_2$ reduction there is a high surface coverage of adsorbed CO on Cu,$^{35,32}$ Ni,$^{38,29}$ Pt,$^{33}$ and Fe.$^{29}$ High CO coverage on these metals could imply that the reduction of adsorbed CO is the rate-determining step to produce desirable reduced products such as methane/methanol, a view that has been supported by recent theory.$^{19,34}$ DFT calculations have also suggested that for metal surfaces, the thermochemistry of the reaction step in which adsorbed CO is reduced is rather insensitive with respect to CO binding energy.$^{19}$ Hence, a flat trend line in methane/methanol onset potentials would be expected for metals operating at fairly high CO coverage across a wide range of CO binding energies, which is exactly what is observed experimentally for all metals to the left of the CO$^\bullet$CO(g) line in Figure 4b, with onset potentials of approximately $-0.65$ V $\pm$ 0.1 V versus RHE. These are fairly negative potentials for all metals.

As mentioned earlier and shown in Figure 4b, the ability to catalyze the production of methane/methanol is quite different for metals that bind CO weakly, namely, Au, Ag, and Zn. The arguments above, where the thermochemistry of reducing adsorbed CO is fairly insensitive to CO binding energy, would imply that the weak CO binding metals would also be expected to be as proficient in executing this step as metals that bind CO strongly. However, another important factor plays a role: For metals that bind CO weakly, CO reduction competes against the very kinetically fast process of CO desorption. Once CO$_2$ is converted to adsorbed CO on these metals, the CO readily desorbs before it could be further reduced to alcohol or hydrocarbon products. This explains the large difference observed, approximately 0.3–0.6 V, in the measured onset potential for the overall CO$_2$RR (where CO is the first product) versus that for methane/methanol; only at extremely high overpotentials can the rate of CO reduction begin to compete with the fast rate of CO desorption, consistent with overpotentials in the range of 1.0–1.2 V needed to produce methane/methanol at a measurable rate for the weak CO binding metals.

While Figure 4 plots activity and selectivity data versus CO binding energies calculated for stepped sites, we note that the analysis is robust with respect to other types of surface sites expected on the polycrystalline metals investigated in this study. For the sake of comparison, Table S1 of the Supporting Information also shows DFT-calculated CO binding energies for other possible surface sites in addition to experimentally derived values for CO binding energy. There is general agreement in the trends for CO-binding, whether using values from theory or experiment, or among different types of surface sites, which facilitates analysis. Figure S4 of the Supporting Information plots the CO$_2$RR activity and selectivity data against these additional CO binding values and shows identical trends as those observed in Figure 4; thus, the same conclusions can be drawn irrespective of the particular surface site, further supporting the relevance of CO binding energy as a descriptor for the CO$_2$RR.

No discussion of CO$_2$RR kinetics is complete without addressing the HER, as H$_2$ production is undesirable when CO$_2$RR products are the target. HER is widely regarded as a more kinetically facile reaction that can compete against CO$_2$RR, decreasing CO$_2$RR selectivity.$^{19}$ For all seven metals, H$_2$ is observed as a product either simultaneously with, or even before, any CO$_2$RR products. Interestingly, among the seven metals examined, we find that Pt, generally considered the most active HER catalyst,$^{35}$ is not the most active for the HER under CO$_2$RR conditions. Fe clearly exhibits the highest HER current density at any given applied potential (Figure 2a), despite the fact that Fe is not known to be particularly active for the HER under more conventional conditions.$^{35}$ This major change in the ranking of activities among HER catalysts when examined under CO$_2$RR conditions suggests the surface chemistry of adsorbed species is indeed complex, with coverage effects and adsorbate–adsorbate interactions potentially playing significant roles.$^{36}$

## Conclusions

In this report, we investigate the activity and selectivity for the CO$_2$ reduction reaction (CO$_2$RR) among seven transition metal surfaces: Au, Ag, Zn, Cu, Ni, Pt, and Fe. Bringing to bear new experimental methods with unprecedented sensitivity to identify and quantify reaction products, we have provided new insights into CO$_2$ reaction chemistry. Adding important new knowledge to the field, we have found that all of these transition metals are capable of producing methane or methanol, with at least five of the metals (Zn, Ag, Cu, Ni, and Pt) able to produce both. Quantitative measurements of the partial current density of these two products as a function of applied potential revealed a close correlation in their reaction rates. This allowed us to conclude that methane and methanol share commonalities in their mechanisms. More generally, it was found that many of the trends observed in activity and selectivity for CO$_2$RR products, and particularly for methane and methanol, can be explained at least in part by each surface’s binding energy for CO. Our results confirm the importance of this reaction intermediate and provide greater insight as to how the CO binding energy impacts catalyst behavior. Ongoing work exploring the activity of transition metals for the reduction of CO$_2$ to CO$_2$RR products is expected to formate, and other small organic molecules will further increase our understanding of the roles of important intermediates and activity trends in the CO$_2$RR.

We also find that the oxophilicity of the surface, as determined by binding energy of O$_{ads}$ could play an important role in the reaction, in particular for determining selectivity between methane and methanol. We detect no methane but only methanol on Au, the least oxophilic metal of the group of
seven, whereas for Fe, the most oxophilic of the group, we detect methane but not methanol. This provides key insights as to how one might engineer a surface to improve selectivity toward one product or the other by modifying the binding energy for C\textsubscript{ads} and O\textsubscript{ads} to favor or disfavor C–O bond breakage. Controlling the H\textsubscript{ads} binding energy will also be key for disfavoring competing HER. These adsorbate binding characteristics are particularly important to investigate under the reaction conditions relevant to the CO\textsubscript{2}RR.

The results of this study offer the most consistent and complete picture available to date regarding the CO\textsubscript{2}RR activity and selectivity for these elemental transition metal catalysts. The insights gained demonstrate the importance of measuring CO\textsubscript{2}RR activity over a wide range of potentials with methods capable of identifying and quantifying even minor products. Our findings show that the surface chemistry of elemental transition metals is richer than previously thought and that electrocatalysts that can produce hydrocarbons or alcohols are not as elusive as previously believed. The deeper understanding of transition-metal catalysts presented here provides important guidance in searching for catalysts with higher CO\textsubscript{2}RR activity not as elusive as previously believed. The deeper understanding of transition-metal catalysts presented here provides important guidance in searching for catalysts with higher CO\textsubscript{2}RR activity and selectivity by means of tuning adsorbate binding energies appropriately, perhaps in the form of transition-metal alloys. Improved CO\textsubscript{2}RR catalysts could enable new technologies with the ability to address the intermittent nature of renewable electricity while recycling CO\textsubscript{2} to produce fuels and industrial chemicals that carry global importance in a sustainable manner, free of fossil fuels.
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